
 

 

FIS SNOWBOARD QUOTAS  
 
 
World Cup (PGS, PSL, SBX)  
 
- Basic Quota (BC) 
 Basic Quota of 3 (max. 2 per gender) for the competitors 3 

the minimum points level* for the respective event 
- Personal spot for the Junior World Champion of the previous season 1 

  in SBX, PGS and PSL 1 
- Personal spot for the World Cup winner of the previous season in SBX, PGS, PSL 
- Additional WC Hosting Quota (HQ) per organization of a WC competition/location of the  
 previous season per gender in the respective event (PGS/PSL/PAR Team/SBX/ 
 SBX Team) up to max. 2 per gender and event group (PAR/SBX) 1 
- Hosting nation per event and gender 6 
- SBX Team event: the hosting nation gets one extra spot per gender up to  
 a maximum of 3 teams (all competitors have to be eligible acc. 2716.3. 
- Additional Quota (AQ) spots per nation and gender  1-6 

Each competitor ranked in the top 30 ladies/ 40 men of the FIS Points Base List 
(see Quota-Calculation-Additional Spot sheet for current season) 

 
- World Cup Quota will be recalculated using the end of January FIS Points List and only an increase  

but no decrease of the Quota is possible. Any personal spot will not change during the season 
 
- Top 3 competitors, from the hosting continent, out of the final CoC Standings 
 of the previous season will receive a personal spot in the respective event.  
 NAC/EC and AC winners from the preceding season and SAC and ANC  

winners from the same season. 
Personal Spots for the 2

nd
 and 3

rd
 ranked athletes, will be awarded only 

if those athletes have achieved a minimum of 120 FIS points 
(one result of at least 240 points or two results that when averaged equal 
120 or higher) from their respective event in their CoC. 1-3 

 

- Additional spots due to injury: An injured competitor within the Top 10 of the World Cup Standings of 
the respective event at the time of the injury who is not active anymore during the current season will 
receive a personal quota spot for the entire next season. An injury status as such will only be valid 
for the next season and (in case of no starts) the season after. Proper document(s) has to be 
submitted to the FIS office according to the FIS rules.  

- If one individual competitor earns multiple personal spots in the same event, only the spot earned in 
the highest level category will be used. The other unused spots will be awarded to the next ranked 
athlete in the respective category. 

 
*Competitors minimum Participation Requirements: 
A minimum of 50 Alpine FIS points is required to start in an Alpine event.  
A minimum of 50 SBX FIS points is required to start in a SBX event.  
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World Cup (HP, SS, BA) 
 
Each Association affiliated with FIS may enter the following number of competitors based on World Cup 
quotas. 
Nations earn World Cup quotas based on the number of competitors, per gender, within the combined 
list based on the WSPL (issued at the end of the season) and the Basic FIS points list of each season.  
(the combined list includes all competitors from both lists and they are ranked using the average of their 
rankings in both lists – ties will be broken using the WSPL) and based on the following: 
 
*Basic Quota: 
- Nations receive a basic quota per gender  1 
 
*Nations Basic Quota Requirements: 
A minimum of 200 WSPL points or 100 FIS points in Slopestyle 
A minimum of 100 WSPL points or 50 FIS points in Halfpipe 
A minimum of 100 WSPL points or 50 FIS Points in Big Air or Slopestyle whichever is higher 
for Big Air. 
 
During the season, Basic Quotas can be earned immediately upon achieving the minimum point 
requirements. *This will be limited to 1 Basic Quota spot per gender and only for Nations that have no 
current World Cup quotas 
 
Additional Quota: 
Rank 1-15:  
- Maximum per nation/gender 14 
Rank 15-50: 
- Maximum per nation/gender  2 
 0-4 spots out of the Top 15  2 
 5 spots out of the Top 15  1 
 6 or more spots out of Top 15 0 
 
The quotas for Big Air will be calculated using the rankings from Big Air or Slopestyle whichever is 
higher. 
 
Example: If a Nation has earned 6 or more out of Top 10 quota spots 
per gender, they are excluded from earning additional quota spots. 
If a nation has earned 5 quota spots they can earn 1 additional spot.  
If they have earned 4 or less quota spots they can earn max. 2 
additional quota spots.  
- Maximum quota spots per gender is 7 except for the ones earned  
 in the top 10 and - additional host nation spots and personal spots. 
- Additional WC Hosting Quota (HQ) per organization of a WC competition / Location  
 per gender of the previous season in the respective event (HP, SS,) up to max. 2 
 per gender (Only valid from season 2018/2019 onwards). 
 
- Host Nation additional spots per gender 6 
- Personal spot for the World Cup winner from the previous season in the respective event 1 
- Personal spot for the Junior World Champion from the previous season in the respective event 1 

Personal spots earnd in BA or SS count for SS and BA 
 

- Top 3 competitors from the hosting continent in the Final CoC  
Standings of the previous season will receive a personal spot in the respective event: 
NAC/EC and AC winners from the preceding season and SAC and ANC winners from the same 
season. Personal Spots earned in BA or SS count for SS and BA (winner only). 
 
Personal Spots for the 2nd and 3rd ranked competitors will be awarded only if those competitors 
have achieved a minimum of 120 FIS points (one result of at least 240 points or two results that 
when averaged equal 120 or higher) from their respective event in their CoC. 

- Additional spots due to injury: An injured competitor within the Top 10 of the World Cup Standings of 
the respective event at the time of the injury who is not active anymore during the current season will 
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receive a personal quota spot for the entire next season. An injury status as such will only be valid 
for the next season and (in case of no starts) the season after. Proper document(s) has to be 
submitted to the FIS office according to the FIS rules.  

- World Cup Quota will be recalculated using the end of January FIS Points List and only an increase 
but no decrease of the Quota is possible. Any personal spot will not change during the season 

 
- If one individual competitor earns multiple personal spots in the same event, only the spot earned in 

the highest level category will be used. The other unused spots will be awarded  to the next ranked 
athlete in the respective category. 

 
(See Quota-Calculation-Additional-Sport sheet for the current season) 
Competitors Minimum Participation Requirements: 
 
A minimum of 10 FIS points in HP, BA or SS is required to start in a SS event. 
A minimum of 10 FIS points in HP, BA or SS is required to start in a HP event. 
A minimum of 10 FIS points in HP, BA or SS is required to start in a BA event. 
 
 

World Cup Finals  
For participating in the World Cup Finals the existing World Cup Quota will be valid. 
In case of multidisciplinary events the possibility remains to restrict the amount of competitors participating 
in the World Cup Final as follows: 
Only the top 50 athletes (each gender) of the current discipline World Cup ranking list (personal spot) are 
allowed to start at the World Cup Finals. Nations quota and basic quota do not apply. Only hosting nation 
quota and additional personal spot for winners of SAC/EC/NAC/AC and NAC will remain.  
+ 1 additional spot (personal) for the winners of the Junior World Championships in  
 the respective discipline. The winners in one of the Parallel disciplines will receive a spot for PSL and 

PGS. 
 

Continental Cups 
 
Basic Quota: 
- Maximum per country/event (A-Section Quota)(max. 5 per gender) 8 
 + personal spot for the top 16 riders in the current FIS points list (each discipline) 
 
Additional Quotas: 
Europe (B-Section Quota): 
- Hosting nation per event (20 women and men together – maximum 14 per gender)  plus   20 
- Additional spots up to a maximum of 10 per gender per discipline and per European  
 Nation are awarded for each rider ranked in the top 150 of the current FIS points list. 
 (Quota spots not personal) plus 1-10 
- Maximum 10 for foreign Continents per Nation ranked up to 150 on the current 
 FIS points list (women and men together – maximum 8 per gender) plus 1-10 
 

For HP, SS and BA it is at the discretion of the organiser to accept additional athletes above the 
quota. This has to be announced in the official invitation.  
 

North America (B-Section Quota): 
- Hosting nation: maximum of 80 men and 40 women in each discipline 
 (plus and higher quotas which other Nations do not use) 
- CAN and USA may enter up to 20 men and 10 women in each discipline organized 
 in the other nation. 
- Foreign countries in the region (including Mexico, Carribbean Basin and  
 Central America) may enter up to 2 men and 1 women in each race. 
 
South America (B-Section Quota):  
- ARG, BRA, CHI may enter up to 20 men and 10 women in each race organized  
 in the other nation. Hosting nation: 40 men and 20 women 
Asia Cup (B-Section Quota): 
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- CHN, JPN, KOR may enter up to 30 men and women in each race organized in the other nation. 
Other nations who are members of the Asian Ski Federation can enter up to 10 competitors.  

- Hosting Nation: maximum of 20 women and men / maximum 14 per gender. 
- In addition they are entitled to any of the higher quota that the other nations do not fill. 
- Maximum 10 (total women and men / maximum 8 per gender)/ Nation for foreign continents ranked 

up to 150 on the current FIS points list. 
 
Australia New Zealand Cup (B-Section Quota) 
- AUS, NZE may enter up to 40 men and 20 women in each race organized in the other nation. 
- Hosting Nation: maximum 80 men and 40 women in each discipline.  
- In addition they are entitled to any of the higher quota that the other nations do not fill. 
- Maximum 10 (total women and men / maximum 8 per gender)/ Nation for foreign continents ranked 

up to 150 on the current FIS points list. 
 
 

FIS competitions 
 
Hosting country/organisierende Nation/L’association nationale organisatrice    60 
All other nations (per nation) / Alle anderen Nationen (pro Nation) / 
Toutes les autres nations (par nation)    5 
 
It is at the discretion of the organiser to accept additional athletes above the basic quota of 5 per nation. 
This has to be announced in the official invitation 
 
 

National Championships  
 
Reserved places for competitors from foreign countries    25 
 
 

World Championships 
 
Maximum athletes per country for all events (maximum 20 of either gender) 36 
Maximum per country/event/gender   4 
Additional spot (personal) for the previous World Champion(s) in the respective event   1 
 
Winners of the FIS Snowboard World Championships in Sierra Nevada (ESP) 2017 
 
Men: Women: 
PGS: Andreas PROMMEGGER AUT PGS: Ester LEDECKA CZE 
PSL: Andreas PROMMEGGER AUT PSL: Daniela ULBING AUT 
HP: Scotty JAMES AUS HP: Xuetong CAI CHN 
SBX: Pierre VAULTIER FRA SBX: Lindsay JACOBELLIS USA 
BA: Staale SANDBEC NOR BA: Anna GASSER AUT 
SS: Seppe SMITS BEL SS: Laurie BLOUIN CAN 
 
 

Junior World Championships / Junioren Weltmeisterschaften / Championnats du 
Monde Juniors 
 
Maximum athletes per country for all events (PGS, PSL, SBX, HP, BA, SS) 30 
Maximum per gender per country 22 
Maximum per gender per event   6 
 
In case of more or less events the quota can be adapted. 
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